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This thesis describes an analytical study of the dynamics of 

a tractor-semitrailer vehicle. 

Two mathematical models; an articulated vehicle with self 

steering semitrailer and an articulated vehicle with a standard 

semitrailer, are developed to describe the longitudinal, lateral, 

vertical, pitching, rolling and yawing motions of the vehicle on a 

rough road surface. 

The natural frequencies and the damped eigenvalues for 

both models are calculated. 

The steady state response of the vehicle components to 

a sinusoidal input profile of varying frequencies is calculated and 
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the response curves are computer plotted in each case. For the self

steering semitrailer, the effect of varying the spring stiffness at 

the fifth wheel is studied. The dynamic loads imparted to the pavement 

due to the dynamic action of the vehicle in response to road 

irregularities, are also calculated. A discussion of the conclusions 

drawn from the analysis is given. 
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l. 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

When a tractor-semitrailer vehicle, travels along a road the 

irregularities of the road-surface impose continuously varying dis

placements at the points of contact of tires and road, and so give 

rise to responses in the fonn of stresses or accelerations in the 

various components of the vehicle. 

To determine the response characteristics of the vehicle to 

road surface undulation requires a complete dynamical description of the 

vehicle and this is only possible if sufficient degrees of freedom are 

considered. 

Axle dynamics can be expected to affect the behaviour of the 

vehicle significantly when the vehicle is operating on bumpy roads. 

1. 1 Background 

A brief historical discussion of research on the dynamic 

behaviour of vehicles is desirable in developing a basis for this work. 

The-previous investigators have shown the effects of applying 

mathematical techniques and the computer to increasingly sophisticated 

and more complete linear and non-linear models. 



~· 

Slibar and Pasly [l] * studied the lateral behaviour of a 

semitrailer having a constant forward velocity. The king pin was 

assumed to have a small periodic lateral velocity and displacement, 

and the frequency of the lateral oscillation was proportional to the 

forward velocity. The results of this analysis showed that the damping 

of the lateral oscillations was inversely proportional to the forward 

velocity and that self-excited motion never occurred. 

The same investigators [2] considered the motion of a tractor 

when a sinusoidal force and moment excitation acted at the fifth wheel. 

The heading angle and the steering angle required to keep the velocity 

of the centre of mass constant and without a lateral component, were 

determined. 

Janeway [3] has researched driver comfort and has found that 

the fore-aft motions of the tractor are of utmost importance to driver 

comfort. 

Clark and Huang [4] simplified the model by completely 

ignoring the bounce of each axle and the fore-aft motions of the tractor 

and trailer. 

Ellis [5] studied the riding qualities of an articulated 

vehicle and concluded that fore and aft shake is a significant factor 

in determining driver and load ride conditions. This shake is due to 

the relative positions of the centres of gravity of the two units and 

the height of the fifth wheel. First approximations to the various 

*Number in square brackets designate reference in the Bibliography 
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natural frequencies were obtained and a comment on the probable effects 

of spring friction was given. 

Lefevre [6] discussed qualitative aspects of vehicle ride and 

also considered the effects of axle vibration on vehicle ride. 

The paper of Walther, Gossard and Fensel [7] has taken a 

quantitative approach to the problem. Parameters studied included spring 

and damping rates for different axles of the combination, laden mass of 

the trailer, vehicle speed, coupler position on the tractor and cab 

mounting. The vehicle was treated as a linear dynamic system with seven 

degrees of freedom. These degrees of freedom are: vertical and rotational 

displacements of both tractor and trailer, and vertical displacements of 

three axle-suspension assemblies. The fifth wheel was considered as a 

high rate spring. 

Van Deusen [8] described techniques that predict and analyze 

dynamic response of a vehicle traversing random rough surfaces. 

Chiesa and Rinonapoli [9] developed a mathematical model of 

seven nonlinear differential equations, three of which involve lateral, 

yaw and roll movements of the car and four of which involve the relative 

movements between the tread of the tires and the wheel due to lateral 

flexibility of the tires. Lateral and vertical stiffnesses of tires 

were investigated. Calculations showed the damping effect of lateral 

stiffness and the need for increasing both cornering and lateral 

stiffnesses. 

Walker and Potts [10] developed and discussed a computer 

solution of the linear vibration of a 3-axle semi-trailer truck. An 
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adjunct program which provides a spectral density analysis of the output 

of each coordinate given random road surface input was described. The 

mathematical model used is of six independent coordinates; vertical 

displacements of the tractor and the three axles, and pitching of both 

tractor and semitrailer. 

In 1968, Mikulcik [ll] presented a more detailed and general 

nonlinear mathematical model of a tractor-semitrailer vehicle. The 

model included eight degrees of freedom. Both the tractor and the 

semitrailer were free to yaw, pitch, roll, and translate in the 

forward, lateral, and vertical directions, except as constrained by 

the fifth wheel. The model also had the capability to include 

stabilizing elastic and damping moments at the fifth wheel. The truck 

model was used to study the effects of steering, braking, and fifth 

wheel devi~es on the behaviour of the vehicle. 

McHenry and Deleys [12] presented an eleven degree of freedom 

computer model of a passenger vehicle. In this model one degree of 

freedom was included for each of the two unsprung masses and two degrees 

of freedom were included for the rear unsprung mass, a beam axle. The 

degrees of freedom for the unsprung masses were included so that 

simulations of violent vehicle maneuvers could be performed. 

Potts and Walker [13] investigated the nonlinear vibratory 

motions of a three-axle semitrailer truck. They also described 

an experimental vibration study, performed on a model truck. The 

analysis allows any shape of suspension force-deflection curve (including 

wheel hop, suspension stops, and dry friction damping) and a similar 
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liberality of truck absorber force-velocity characteristics. 

1.2 Objective of the Research Program 

The objective of this research is to investigate the dynamics 

of the tractor-semitrailer vehicle as it is affected by the road profile. 

To accomplish this work two mathematical models~ tractor-standard 

.semitrailer and-tractor-self-steering semi-trailer describing the 

longitudinal, lateral, vertical, pitching, rolling and yawing 

motions·of the vebicle are developed. 

The three dimensional study of the mathematical model would 

consider the entire vehicle as a vibrating system and analyze the problem 

as a multiple input-output system. 

The steady state response of the vehicle components to a 

sinusoidal input profile of varying frequencies is calculated. The 

input frequency is made dependent on vehicle speed and expansion joint 

spacing of the road. 

Results obtained in the computer study are discussed and 

presented graphically. Finally, some suggestions for future research 

are presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL 

In this chapter the self-steering bogie for the semitrailer, 

the characteristics of the tractor-semitrailer mathematical model are 

described and the simplifying assumptions are presented. 

Self-Steering Bogie For Semitrailer 

The aim of providing, at the rear of a semitrailer pulled by a 

road tractor, a bogie that has a steerable front axle is to improve the 

stability of the semitrailer when rounding a curve and to reduce the 

tendency for the tractor and the semitrailer to 11 jackknife 11 relative 

to one another. 

A self-steering bogie for a semitrailer, Figure 2.1, has a 

bogie frame (6) with at least one fixed rear axle (5) and with a front 

axle (l) having, at its ends, steerable wheel-carrying stub axles (7) 

connected to the front axle by king pins (8). Above the frame is an 

intermediate slide (4) that can be adjusted longitudinally along the 

underside of the semitrailer body. Fixed to the slide is a first 

swivel, consisting of a vertical shaft (3) on which said bogie frame 

is jounalled. This swivel is connected to the stub axles by a suitable 

links(l3, 12, 11, 2, 10, 9) so as to steer the wheel-carrying stub axles 
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FIGURE 2.1 SELF-STEERING BOGIE FOR SEMITRAILER 
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in accordance with the relative swivelling of the semitrailer body and 

bogie frame. 

2.2. General Description 

~l ______Ib~_Ir~£!2r=~~~i!r~il~r 

The tractor-semitrailer is considered to be operating on a 

rough road. Both units are allowed to translate in the forward, vertical 

and lateral directions, and roll, pitch and yaw --- except as constrained 

by the fifth wheel. 

Q} ______Ib~-~~lf:~!~~ri~9-~29i~ 

The self-steering bogie is capable of turning relative to the 

semitrailer body about a swivel axis in the vertical direction, but roll 

and pitch with the semitrailer. 

sl______y~~isl~_Qi~~~~i2~~ 

Overall vehicle dimensions are shown in Figures 2.2, 2.3 and 

2.4. 

The motions of the tractor and the semitrailer are related by 

the constraints imposed by the fifth wheel, Figure 2.5. It allows the 

semitrailer to rotate with respect to the tractor about two mutually 

perpendicular axes. Fifth wheel stabilizing elements, such as torsional 

springs, torsional dampers can exert moments about the axis of this pin. 
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FIGURE 2.5 FIFTH WHEEL 
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~1------~~~E~Q~l2D~-~D~-Iir~~ 

A mass beam axle suspension, Figure 2.6, is used for the 

four axles of the vehicle. Each axle assembly is connected to two 

spring-shock absorbers in both vertical and lateral directions; these 

units are attached to the sprung mass at two points. 

In practice, the suspension, fifth wheel and the vertical 

torque shaft are attached to the chassis at many points. However, the 

reactions associated with the suspension, fifth wheel and the vertical 

torque shaft can be represented by force and moment combinations and 

are taken to act at single points on the chassis. Each point is denoted 

by a subscript used in reference forces and moments when written in 

component form as shown in Figure 2.7. 

The subscripts are defined as follows: 

1 tractor, 1eft front 

2 tractor, right front 

3 tractor, 1eft rear 

4 tractor, right rear 

5 bogie, 1 eft front 

6 bogie, right front 

7 bogie, left rear 

8 bogie, right rear 

9 tractor, fifth wheel 

10 semitrailer, fifth wheel 

11 semitrailer, vertical torque shaft 

12 bogie, vertical torque shaft 
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The tires are considered as a system having vertical and 

lateral springing and damping characteristics. 

The axle can translate relative to the sprung mass in the 

vertical and lateral directions and can rotate about the longitudinal 

axis. 

fl ______Ib~_!DP~~ 

The input to the mathematical vehicle model is the 

perturbations of the road surface. 

2.3 The Assumptions 

The simplifying assumptions used in order to keep the 

mathematics tractable, are the following: 

1) The vehicle is moving in 

forward speed. 

a straight line with a constant 

2) All the displacements are small. 

3) The sprung masses of the tractor, semitrailer and the 

bogie are assumed to be rigid bodies. 

4) Forces and couples are transmitted to the sprung masses 

through the suspensions, fifth wheel and the vertical 

torque shaft. 

5) Springs and dampers are considered to be described by 

linear functions of displacement and velocity, respectively. 

Also, the springing and damping of the tires have linear 

characteristics. 
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6) 

7) 

The input displacement function of the road is considered 

to be applied to a point at the centre of the tire 

contact patch. 

The wheels must remain in contact with the road surface 

at all times. 

8) Camber effect is neglected. 
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CHAPTER 3 


EQUATIONS OF MOTION 


3.1 Coordinate Systems 

The coordinates as shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are chosen to 

describe the vibrational motion of the articulated vehicle. The components 

of the vehicle (tractor, semitrailer, bogie and four axles) are three 

dimensional objects and are allowed to translate (vertical, longitudinal 

and lateral) pitch, yaw and roll. Then each component has six degrees 

of freedom, but the constraints of the fifth wheel, and the constraints 

between the semitrailer and bogie, and between the axles and the sprung 

masses reduce the total number of degrees of freedom. 

x, y, z: 	 this coordinate system is fixed to the body (tractor, 

semitrailer, bogie and each axle), the origin of the 

coordinate system is at the centre of mass of the body. 

The x axis points forward, the y axis points to the right (from the point 


of view of the driver) and the z axis points directly downward. 


u is the linear displacement in the x direction. 


v is the linear displacement in the y direction. 


w is the linear displacement in the z direction. 


is the angular rotation about the x axis. 

a is the angular rotation about they axis. 

y is the angular rotation about the z axis. 

Cl 
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y 

FIGURE 3. 2 TRACTOR FRONT AXLE COORDINP.TE SYSTEM 

http:COORDINP.TE
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Subscripts are as follows: 

t for the tractor 

s for the semitrailer 

b for the bogie 

i = 1, 3, 5, 7 for the axles 

The equations of motion are derived for the tractor-self-steering 

"semitrailer, and then modified to obtain the equation of motion for 

·the tractor-standard semitrailer. 

3.2 Equations of Motion in General Form 

In this section, the dynamic equations of motion for the tractor, 

semitrailer, bogie, and the front tractor axle are obtained in general 

form. The sets of equations for the seven bodies (tractor, trailer, bogie, 

and four axles) are, of course, not independent, and the constraint 

equations establishing their dependence will be developed in Section 3.3. 

The second order differential equations which govern the motion 

of the masses are written by applying Newton•s second law. 

Referring to Figure 3.3 and equating the rate of change of lineal 

momentum of the sprung mass to the external forces gives: 

(3.2.1) 


where 

mt = the mass of the tractor 



F. , M.
1y 1y 

; = 1,2 ,3 ,4 
iS g' 

F. , M.
lX lX 

FIGURE 3.3 GENERAL FORCES AND COUPLES ON TRACTOR SPRUNG MASS 


N 

N
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•
ut 

. - the velocity of the tractor mass centrev = Vt-t 

. 
wt 

f1 = the sum of the dynamic forces of the suspensions on the 

tractor sprung mass. 

f = the forces which act on the tractor at the fifth-wheel. -2 

Equating the rate of change of the angular momentum of the mass to the 

external moments gives: 

(3.2.2) 


where 

!t = the inertia tensor of the tractor 
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1txx -ltxy -Itxz 

= -ltxy Ityy -I 
tyz 

. 

1

!t 

-ltxz -ltyz tzz 

If the tractor is symmetrical about the xz plane, then 

0 -Itxz 

00!t = 

-Itxz 

the angular velocity of the tractor= ~t 

~l = the moments of f1 about the centre of mass 

= x + x~l 

+ + 
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= 


The moment ~2 is the sum of the dynamic moments, transmitted to 

the tractor sprung mass at the suspension attachment points, 

~2 = Mly + M2y + M3y + M4y 

Mlz + M2z + M3z + M4z 

The moment ~3 is the sum of the moments of the forces which are 

acting at the fifth wheel about the centre of mass of the tractor, 

0-b6 0~x ~x 
x0 = ~3 = 

= the couples act on the tractor at the fifth wheel~4 
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Referring to Figure 3.4 and equating the time rate of change 

of the lineal momentum of the semitrailer sprung mass to the external 

forces gives: 

ms 
d 
dt (~s) = f3 + f4 (3.2.3) 

where 

ms = the mass of the semitrailer 

the velocity of the semitrailer~s = 

= the forces which act on the semitrailer at the fifthf3 
wheel 

=  f-2 

= the forces which act on the semitrailer at the verticalf4 
shaft from the bogie 



t 

i = 10, 11 

U11s lOS 

--~~~ Fix' Mix 

Fiz' Miz 
FIGURE 3.4 GENERAL FORCES AND COUPLES ON SEt--:ITRAILER SPRUNG MASS N 

" 
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Equating the rate of change of angular momentum of the semitrailer 

sprung mass about its centre of mass to the external moment gives: 

d = (3.2.4)dt (!s <Es) ~5 + ~6 + ~7 + ~8 

where 

=!s 

=!s 

= !Es 

~ =5 

~5 = 

the inertia tensor of the semitrailer 

1 -I -Isxx sxy sxz 

-Isxy Isyy -I syz 

1-Isxz -Isyz szz 

the angular velocity of the semitrailer centre of 
mass 

the sum of the moments of the forces at the fifth wheel 

about the centre of mass of the semitrailer 

0 -hg 0 

x = 

0 
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= the couples act on the semitrailer at the fifth!!16 

wheel 


M1ox 


= MlOy 

M1oz 

'!!6 

'!!7 = the moments about the centre of mass of the forces 

transmitted to the semitrailer at the vertical shaft 

='!!1 = 

~B = the couples act on the semitrailer at the vertical shaft 

Similarly, the equations of motion for the bogie can be obtained. 

From Figure 3.5 and by applying Newton's second law: 

(3.2.5) 
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F. , M.1y 

1 z 1 z 

i ::;: 5,6,7,8,12 

iS 

1y F. , M. 
lX lX 

5S 

F. , M. 

FIGURE 3.5 GENERAL FORCES AND COUPLES ON BOGIE SPRUNG MASS 
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where 

mb = the mass 

. 
ub 
. 

= vbYb 
. 
wb 

of the bogie 

the velocity of the bogie centre of mass 

fs = the forces transmitted from the semitrailer to the bogie 

at the vertical shaft 

Fl2x 

= Fl2y 

Fl2z 

fs 

= the sumf6 

=  f-4 

of the forces which act on the bogie at the 

= 


suspension points 

and 

(3.2.6) 

where 
!b is the inertia tensor of the bogie, and it is diagonal since 

the axes xyz are regarded as being principal axes for the bogie. 
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This inertia tensor can 

1bxx 

I-b = 0 

0 

. 

a.b 

. 

= Sb~b 

. 

Yb 

be written as: 

0 0 

Ibyy 0 

0 1bzz 

the angular velocity of the bogie mass centre 

!!lg = 	the couples act on the bogie from the semitrailer 

at the vertical shaft. 

Ml2x 


m = 
 = - mMl2y -8 


Ml2z 


The moment 'lllo is the moment of f6 about the centre of mass of 

-9 

the bogie. 

!!110 = 

b5 b5F5x F6x 

x + x-a5 a5F5y F6y 

h5 h5F5z F6z 
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-b-b5 5 

+ + x 

-h5(F5y+F6y) - h7(F7y+F8y) a5(F5z-F6z) - a7(F7z-F8z) 

= h5(F5x+F6x) + h7(F7x+F8y) b5(F5z+F6z-F7z-F8z) 

a5(F5x-F6x) + a7(F7x-F8x) + b5(F5y+F6y+F7y+F8y) 

~ll = the sum of the dynamic moments, transmitted to the bogie at the 

suspension attachment points 

= M5x + M6x + M7x + MBx'.!!11 

Msy + M6y + M7y + ·May 

Msz + M6z + M7z + M8z 

The equations of motion for tractor front axle can be written in 

vector form in terms of the forces and moments which act on the axle. 

Since all components of the suspension between the axle and sprung 

mass are assumed massless, the forces which act at the suspension - sprung 

mass attachment point can be regarded as acting at the associated suspension 

axle attachment point. 
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Figure 3.6 shows axle l and the forces and couples which act on 

it. Definition for z1, z2, v1 and v2 are given in Appendix I. 

The moments Mx 1and MY 1are added to the body free diagram of Figure 3.6 

in order to maintain equilibrium about the x and y axes. 

Mx - - (Fly + F2y) dl 

My = (Flx + F2x) tl 

where d1 is the distance from the centre of mass of axle 1 to the acting 

point of the dynamic forces of the horizontal suspension stiffness-damping 

system. 

By applying Newton's second law: 

(3.2.7) 

where 

m = the mass of the tractor front axle1 



For Axle 1 i=l,j=2 


For Axle 3 i = 3, j = 4 


For Axle 5 i = 5, j = 6 


For Axle 7 i = 7, j = 8 


---
-M.F- jx' JX z. 

1 


z. 
J 

FIGURE 3.6 GENERAL FORCES AND COUPLES ON THE AXLE 
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. 
ul 
. 

= vl~l 
. 
wl 

= thef7 

the velocity of the centre of mass of the tractor 
front axle . 

sum of the suspension forces which act on the axle 

f7 = Fly + F2y 

Flz + F2z 

= the sum of the road input forces fa 

0 

= yl + y2fa 

zl + z2 

d ( - (3.2.a)dt !1 ~I) - ~12 + ~13 + ~14 

where !1 is the inertia tensor for tractor front axle. It is assumed 

diagonal since the axes xyz of the axle are regarded as being the 

principal axes for the axle. 

0 0 

= 0 0 

0 
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. 
al 
. 

= the angular velocity of the axle 61~l 
. 
yl 

~ = the sum of the moments due to suspension forces 12 

~12 = 


= the suspension couples which act on the axle ~13 

~13 = Mly + M2y 

Mlz + M2z 

= the sum of the moments due to road forces~14 

a2(z2 - z1) - r1(v1 + v2) 

= 0~14 

0 

A complete derivation of the equations of motion of the vehicle are given 

in detail in Appendix I. 
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3.3 Equations of Constraints 

3.3.l .a Constraints Between the Tractor and Semitrailer 

The position of the fifth wheel king pin on the tractor must be 

coincident with its position on the semitrailer. 

Let 
-b

6 

r = O-1 

and 

r-2 = 

then 

a.us s 

+vs 13s 

ws Ys 

i.e. 

utus 

::;vs Vt 

wtws 

= as at 

the position vector from the centre of mass of the 

tractor to the fifth wheel king pin 

the position vector from the semitrailer mass 

centre to the fifth wheel king pin 

-b6b4 ut a.t 

x . 13= +0 x 0Vt t 


hg + hll 
 ytwt ha 

(h9+h11 )as
hast 

(3.3.l)+ -(hg+hll )a.s+b4ys-h8a.t-b6yt 

-b413sb613t 

(3.3.2) 
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= (3.3.3) 


Substituting from equation (3.3.1) into equation (3.3.3) we obtain: 

ha8t ~ (hg + h11 - hlo) 8s 

(hg+h11 -h8-h10)at - b6 Yt - (b3+b4)y+ 
5 

b6Bt + (b3 + b4)Bs 

(3.3.4) 
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The bogie must roll and pitch with the semitrailer: 

(3.3.5) 

(3.3.6) 

All the axles can translate in the vertical and lateral directions 

and can rotate about the longitudinal axis. The axle must yaw and pitch 

with the sprung mass. 

(a} Tractor Front Axle 

(3.3.7} 

(3.3.8} 

(3.3.9} 

{b} 	 Tractor Rear Axle 

(3.3.10} 

(3.3.11} 

(3.3.12} 
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(c) Bogie Front Axle 

(3.3.13) 

(3.3.14) 

(3.3.15) 

(d) Bogie Rear Axle 

(3.3.16) 

(3.3.17) 

(3.3.18) 

Since there is no stiffnesses or dampings in the longitudinal 

direction, the vehicle moves as a rigid body in the longitudinal direction 

and ut is an ignorable coordinate and may be substituted out of the 

differential equations of motion thus reducing the number of degrees of 

freedom by one. 

By adding the equations of motion of all the components of the 

vehicle in the x direction we obtain: 

(3.3.19) 
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Integrating twice with respect to time, we obtain: 

(3.3.20) 

where E1 and E2 are_ constants to be determined from the initial conditions. 

For 	 the velocity: 

(mtut+msus+mbub+m1u1+m3u3+m5u5+m7u7)I = E1 (3.3.21) 
t=O 


For the displacement: 


(mtut+msus+mbub+mlul+m3u3+m5u5+m7u7) lt=O = E2 (3.3.22) 

But ut describes only the oscillatory motions of the tractor 

centre of gravity. Thus E1 must be equal to zero, otherwise ut would grow 

with time. E2 may also be equal to zero by assuming that ut is to be at 

the centre of gravity of the tractor when all of the independent 

coordinates are in their neutral positions. 

By 	 substituting from the constraint equations, we obtain: 

+m1(ut+(h1+i1)st) 

+m3(ut+(h3+i3)St) 

+m5(ut+hsst+(h1o+h5+i5-hg-h11)ss) 

+m7(ut+hsst+(h1o+h7+i7-hg-h11)ss) 

= 0 (3.3.23) 
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thus, 

(3.3.24) 

where: 

pl 	 = [(ms+mb+m5+m7)ha+m1(h1+i1) 

+ m3(h3+i3)]/M 

=p2 [(ms(hg+h11)+mb(hg+h11-h10> 

+ m5(hg+h11-h10-h5-t5) 

+ m7(hg+h11-h10-h7-t7)]/M 

and 

M = mt+ms+mb+ml+m3+m5+m7 

~!~!J___I~~-Ir~~~f2r~~~i2~-~~!ri~_[gJ 

In this section the transformation matrix D which gives the 

relation between all the variables and the independent variables based 

on the equations of constraints is defined in Table 3.1. 

Where 

P3 	 = pl + ha 


= - (hg + hll ) 
P4 p2 

P5 	 = hg + h11 - ha 

p6 	 = - (hg + hll - h10)p2 


P7 = hg + h11 - h10 - hs 
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!!!!:L!:l 

TM£ 'IUNSFORMATION MATRIX [D] 


4ZxZO 

{!tl!Sl!t!tL¥!~!S!t••~m..~!l!:U!!~!!!9••~!'!!~r!!l!d 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 lO 

't "t •t •t 't '• 
y. 

Yb •1 •1 '1 •3 W3 •3 •s •s •s •1 W7 •7 

1 "t •1 •z 
z 't 1 

, 
"t 1 

4 "t 1 

5 •t 1 

' 't 1 

1 •• •3 •4

• •• 1 •s -b, ·b4 

• "• 1 b6 b4 

10 ... 1 

11 •• 1 

12 '• 1 

13 "b •3 ., 
14 'b 1 •7 -b, ·•a 
15 "b 1 bg ., 
16 .b 1 

17 lb 1 

18 'b 1 

19 •1 ., •2 

20 '1 1 

21 "1 1 

22 ., 1 

23 •1 1 

24 •1 1 

25 •3 •10 •2 

26 •3 1 

27 "3 1 

28 93 1 

29 83 1 

30 •3 1 

31 •s •3 •11 

32 's 1 

33 "s 1 

34 lca5 1 

35 15 1 

36 tvs 1 

37 ~7 •3 •12 

38 lv7 l 

39 ~ 1 

40 "' 1 

141 ~7 1 

i 42 7 1 
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Pa = b3 + b4 

Pg = pl + (~1 + 1,) 

p10 = pl + (h3 + 13) 

pll = P2 + (h10 + hs + 15 - h - hl 1)9 

pl2 = P2 + (h10 + h7 + 17 - hg - hl 1) 

3.4 ManiEulation of the Eguations 

The system of second order linear differential equations is 

written in the form: 
.. 

[A] {Z} + [CJ {L} + [BJ {Z} + {R} = {Q} {3.4.l) 

42x42 42xl 42x42 42xl 42x42 42xl 42xl 42xl 

where 

A = Inertia matrix 

C = Damping matrix 

B = Stiffness matrix 

R = Vector of the internal reactions 

Q = Vector representing the input to the system 

Z = Vector representing the coordinates of the various degrees 

of freedom. 

We eliminate the internal reactions by the method of substitution 

and thus we get.a system of 20 equations in 42 variables; twenty of these 
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variables are independent. 

VARIABLE EQUATION 
NUMBER REACTION 

ut 1 -(Flx+F2x+F3x+F4x)-F5x 

Vt 

wt 

at 

Bt 

2 

3 

4 

5 

-F9y 

-F9z 

h8F9y-M9x 

-h1(Flx+F2x)-h3(F3x+F4x) 

Yt 

us 

vs 

ws 

as 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

-h8F9x-b6F9z-(Mly+M2y+M3y+M4y) 

-a1(Flx-F2x)-a3(F3x-F4x)+b6F9y 

Fgx-Fl 1 x 

Fgy-Fl ly 

Fgz-Fllz 

-(hg+hll)F9y+M9x+hl0Flly-Mllx 

BS 11 (hg+h11)F9x-b4F9z-hl~Fllx-b3Fllz 

Ys 

ub 

vb 

12 

13 

14 

-Mlly 

b4F9y+b3Flly 

Fllx-(F5x+F6x+F7x+F8x) 

Flly 
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VARIABLE EQUATION 
NUMBER REACTION 

wb 15 Fll z 

°'b 16 Mllx 

ab 17 -h5(F5x+F6x)-h7(F7x+F8x) 

+Mlly-(M5y+M6y+M7y+M8y) 

Yb 18 -a5(F5x-F6x)-ai(F7x-F8x) 

ul 19 Flx+F2x 

vl 20 0 

wl 21 0 

al 22 0 

131 23 -tl{Flx+F2x)+{Mly+M2y) 

yl 24 al{Flx-F2x) 

U3 25 F3x+F4x 

V3 26 0 

W3 27 0 

°'3 28 0 

133 29 -t3{F3x+F4x)+{M3y+M4y) 

Y3 30 a3{F3x-F4x) 

U5 31 F5x+F6x 
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VARIABLE EQUATION 
NUMBER REACTION 

V5 32 0 

W5 33 0 

CX5 34 0 

135 35 -i5(F5x+F6x)+(M5y+M6y) 

Y5 36 a5(F5x-F6x) 

U7 37 F7x+F8x 

V7 38 0 

W7 39 0 

CX7 40 0 

87 41 -t7(F7x+F8x)+(M7y+M8y) 

Y7 42 a7(F7x - Fax} 

To eliminate the vector R the procedure described below is 

*adopted where numbers refer to equations in Appendix I: 


1 = 2 + 8 + 14 


2 = 3 + 9 + 15 


3 = 4 + lo + 16 + (h9+h11 -h8) (B) 


+ (hg+h11 -h10-h8) (14) 

*ror simplicity Equations 1, 2, ------, 42, refer to Equations (I.104), 

(1.105), ------, (1.145). 
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4 = 	s + b6(9+15)+h8(7+13+31+37) 


+(h1+t1) (19} + (h3+t3) (25} 


+ 23 	+ 29 

5 = 	6 + 24 + 30 - b6 (8 + 14} 

6 = 	11 + 17 + 35 + 41 + b4 (9) + (b3+b4) (15) 

+ (h10-h9-h11} (13) - (h9+h11J (7) 

+ Ch1o+h5+t5-h9-h11) (31} 

+ (h1o+h7+t7-h9-h11} (37) 

7 = 	12 - b4 (8) - (b3+b4) (14) 

8 = 	18 + 36 + 42 

9 = 	20 

10 = 21 

11 = 22 

12 = 26 

13 = 27 

14 = 28 

15 = 32 

16 = 33 

17 = 34 

18 = 38 

19 = 39 

20 = 40 
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This procedure is applied to the mass, stiffness and damping 

matrices successively, and it gives: 
.. 

[AJ {Z} + [CJ {Z} + [BJ {Z} = {F} (3.4.2) 
20x42 42xl 20x42 42xl 20x42 42xl 20xl 

To 	 eliminate the dependent variables, we use ~he transformation 

matrix [D] which gives the relation betwP.en all the variables and the 

independent variables and which is based on the equations of constraints. 

Let 

{Z} = [DJ {X} 


42xl 42x20 20xl 


Therefore, equation 3.4.2 becomes: 
.. 

[AJ [DJ {X} + [CJ [D] {X} + [B] [DJ {X} 

20x42 42x20 20xl 20x42 42x20 20xl 20x42 42x20 20xl 

= 	{F} (3.4.3) 
20xl 

i.e. 

.. 
[AD] {X} + [CD] {X} + [BD] {X} = {F} (3.4.4) 
20x20 20xl 20x20 20xl 20x20 20xl 20xl 

T~e above matrix equation gives twenty simultaneous second order 

differential equations in twenty unknowns. 

http:betwP.en
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3.4.2 Tractor-Standard Semitrailer 

If the bogie is 1ocked to the semitrailer we obtain the 

standard semitrailer. In this case, there is an extra unknown reaction 

M12z between the semitrailer and the bogie. To eliminate the reactions 

we use the method of substitution as described below where the numbers 

refer to equations in Appendix I.* 

l = 2 + 8 + 14 

2 = 3 + 9 + 15 

3 = 4 + (hg + hll - hg) (8) + 10 

+ (h - - h8) (14) + 169 + h11 h10 

4 = s + h8 (7 + 13 + 31 + 37) + b6 (9 + 15) 

+ 29 

5 = 6 - b6(8 + 14) + 24 + 30 

*For simplicity Equations 1, 2, .••• , 42 refer to Equations (I.104), 
(1.105), ...• , (I.145). 
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7 = 12 + 18 + 36 + 42 - b4(8) - (b3 + b4) (14) 


8 = 20 


9 = 21 


10 = 22 


11 = 26 


12 = 27 


13 = 28 


14 = 32 


15 = 33 


16 = 34 


17 = 38 


18 = 39 

19 = 40 

In the computer program this procedure is applied to the mass, 

stiffness and damping matrices successively, giving: 

.. 
[AJ {Z} + [CJ {i} + [BJ {Z} = {F} (3.4.2.l) 

l 9x42 42xl l 9x42 42xl 19x42 42xl 19xl 
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Using the transformation matrix [DJ which is defined in 

Table 3.2 to eliminate the dependent variables, we obtain a system 

of nineteen second order linear differential equations in nineteen 

variables. 

Let 

{Z} = [DJ {X} 


42xl 42xl9 19x1 


Equation (3.4.2.1) becomes 
.. 

[A] [DJ {X} + [CJ [DJ {Xl + [BJ [DJ {X} 

19x42 42xl9 19xl l 9x42 42xl 9 l 9xl l 9x42 42xl 9 l 9xl 

= ff} (3.4.2.2) 
19x1 

or 
.. .

[AD] {X} + [CD] {X} + [BD] {X} = {F} (3.4.2.3) 
19xl9 19xl l 9xl 9 l 9xl l 9xl 9 l 9xl l 9xl 

Note that the equations involving the thirteen variables vt' 

at' Yt' Ys' Yb' v1, a1, v3, a3, v5, a5, v7, a7 in case of self-steering 

semitrailer and the twelve variables vt' at' Yt' Ys' v1, a1, v3, a3, v5, 

a5, v7, a7 in case of standard semitrailer, are coupled to the equations 

involving wt' st' Bs' w1, w3, w5, w7 only be the products of inertia, 

Isxy' Isyz· The lateral and vertical motions are, hence, uncoupled for 

situations in which the semitrailer and its load are symmetric in the xy 

and yz planes. 
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TABLE 3.2 

tHE TIWISF~TION MATRIX (DJ 

4Zxlt 

(Articulated Vehicle With 1 Stindard s..1tra11er) 

1 2 3 4 

•t wt "t It 

1 "t 
•1 

z •t 1 

3 wt 1 

4 "t 1 

5 't 
1 

6 Yt 

7 "• •3 

a •• 1 •5 

' w, 1 b6 

10 1
•• 

11 •• 
12 '1 
13 "b •3 

1 •114 Yb 

15 wb 
1 b6 

16 1 
"b 

17 lb 

18 :!Ji.. 
19 •1 

•3 

10 •z 
21 wl 

22 •1 

23 •1 
1 

24 •1 

25 •3 •10 

26 •3 

27 •3 

28 •3 

29 83 1 

30 •3 

31 "s •3 

32 •5 

33 W5 

34 a5 

35 15 

36 Y5 

37 ., •3 

38 ., 
39 w, 

40 •1 

41 67 

42 •1 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

•t a, '• •1 •1 al •3 W3 •3 •s W5 •s 

•z 

1 

•4 

-b, -b4 

b4 

1 

1 

·~-b, -•9 

.6 

1 

1 

•z 
1 

1 

1 

1 

•2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

•11 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

•12 

1 

1 

17 18 19 

., W7 a7 

1 

1 

1 
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CHAPTER 4 

THEORY OF SOLUTIONS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL 

EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

For an n-degree of freedom system the equations of motion 

could be written in the matrix form: 

[MJ {Xl + [CJ {Xl + [KJ {Xl = {Fl (4.1) 

where M, C and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices respectively. 

F and X are the vectors representing the complex forces and complex 

displacements respectively. 

The general solution of Equation (4.1) is composed of a 

complementary function and a particular solution. 

~2_ ___.___ g2~El ~~~!:!~~ !'~-E~!:!~~i2!1 

The homogeneous matrix equation 

[MJ {Xl + [CJ {Xl + [KJ {Xl = {01 (4.2) 

could be rearranged into the form 

r~~;--H~;i t~~;-} + r~~;-+=~~;j t~;:t = f~:t 
(4.3) 
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This equation, often referred to as the "reduced" form of 

(4.2) can be written as: 

[A] {q} + [B] {q} = {0} (4.4) 

where 

[A] = r~~~-j-~~~-j
[CJ l [M]

I 

[BJ = f~~~-l=~~~-j
[K] ! [OJ

I 

The column matrix {q} is of order 2n. 

In general, [A] is a nonsingular matrix, and its inverse 

is: 

[MJ-l [OJ 

[Ar1 = (4.5) 

Premultiplying (4.4) by [AJ-l yields 

{q} + [Arl [BJ {q} = {0} (4.6) 
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Let 

[G] 	 = -[AJ-l [BJ 


[OJ [I] 


= (4.7) 

-[Mr l [K] -[Mrl [CJ 

where [GJ 	 is a 2nth-order matrix. 

Equation (4.6) can be written as: 

{q} - [GJ 	 {q} = {0} (4.8) 

We assume 	a solution in the form 

{q} = e t.t {cJ>} 	 (4.9) 

where {cJ>} is a column matrix of 2n constants and t. is a parameter. 

When {q} is substituted into (4.8) the exponential factors cancel out, 

and a set of homogeneous equations in cj>i is obtained: 

(-t.[IJ + [G]) {cJ>} ={0} (4. l 0) 

Equation (4.10) can be put in the form 

[GJ {cj>} = t.{cj>} (4.11) 

which is a familiar form for the statement of the eigenvalue problem of 

the matrix [GJ. Here t. is the eigenvalue of the matrix [GJ. Equation 

(4.10) is a system of homogeneous algebraic equations which have non

trivial solutions if and only if the matrix (-;\[IJ + [GJ) is singular. 

Therefore, we have 

I- A[IJ + [GJ I = 0 (4.12) 

which is the characteristic equation of the matrix [G]. The eigenvalues 
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A; of the matrix [G] are the roots of the characteristic equation, 

which for stable system are real negative or complex with negative 

real parts. The complex roots occur in a pair of conjugates. 

form 

If the roots are complex, the eigenvalues Ai will be in the 

where: 

A,· = µ. + iw., , (for the ;th root} {4.13} 

µ; represents the damping rate for the particular 

mode arising for that eigenvalue 

~; represents the damped natural 

same mode. 

frequency for the 

For each root or eigenvalue A; a set of values for ¢ can be 

calculated from the system of equations (4.10). {¢}i is called the modal 

column or the eigenvector of the matrix [G]. Each modal column satisfies 

[G] {~}i = A· {¢}· (4.14}
1 1 

Since complex roots occur in conjugate pairs, the modal columns associated 

with the complex roots must also form conjugate pairs in order that the 

motions {X} be real. It is evident that by combining these complex 

functions, the motions can be expressed as sine and cosine functions with 

amplitude diminishing exponentially. To each eigenvalue Ai corresponds a 

principal mode of frequency wi' whose relative amplitudes of oscillation in 

each coordinate are given by the elements of {¢}i. The reason that {¢}i 

gives the relative magnitude instead of the absolute magnitude is that 
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(4.10) is a system of homogeneous equations in cl>; • 

Let 

e'-t{X} = {1/J} (4.15) 

then 

{X} 
. 

= A{ijl} eAt (4.16) 

and we have 

{q} (4.17) 

Consequently 

{cp}. (4.18)
l 

Hence, the elements of {ijl} can be computed from those of {cp}. 

Alternatively, by combining the modal columns {ijl} to obtain 

the modal matrix [1/1], the complete transient solution to the 

general problem is given by: 

{X} = [1/1] [eAt] {C} (4. J9) 

nxl nx2n 2nx2n 2nxl 

where 
;\.l t 

e 0 0 

[eAt] = 
0 

A2t 
e 0 

(4.20) 

0 0 ---
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The constant {C} may be determined if the initial conditions on 

displacements and velocities for all the coordinates are known, i.e. {X} 

and {X} must be known for time t = 0. 

The matrix formulation for the particular (steady state) 

solution is: 

[M]{X} + [C]{X} + [K]{X} = {F(t)} = {F}eiw t (4. 21) 

A solution for {X} is assumed as some function of F(t) 

Let 

{X} = . {X}eiw t (4.22) 

where the column matrix {X} is allowed to be complex - that is, to 

contain complex elements. This leads to the equation: 

[(K - w2M) + iwC] {X} = {F} (4.23) 

in which the quantity in square brackets is a square matrix whose 

elements are complex. We denote this square matrix by Z. Provided that 
. -1 

z is non-singular it will have an inverse Z , and t~~ solution of 

(4.21) will be: 

{X} = [Z]-l {F} (4.24) 

We may call z-l the 11 complex receptance 11 matrix of the system. 

All the theory for systems having n degrees of freedom has so 

far related to an arbitrary set of forces, all having the same frequency. 

If the system is acted upon by forces of different frequencies then the 

resultant displacement matrix will be the sum of the displacement matrices 

due to the forces of each frequency taken one frequency at a time. 
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Solution of equation (4.. 24) is obtained by using the 

digital computer. 

For the problem in hand, the irregularity of the track is assumed 

to be sinusoidal, and the equation of motion takes the form: 

[M]fX} + [C]{X} + [K]{X} = [CF]{Y} + [KF]{Y} (4.25) 

where 

M - inertia matrix 

C - damping matrix 

K - stiffness matrix 

X - complex vector of unknown displacements 

Y - excitation displacement vector 

CF - Forced damping matrix 

KF - Forced stiffness matrix 

Now 

then 

{X} = 	{X}eiwt 

and 	 the equation (2.25) will be 

[(K - w2M) + iwC]{X} = [KF + iwCF]{Y} (4.26) 

i.e. 

[Z] fX} = 	 ff} (4. 27) 

or 
{X} = [zr1 {f} 	 (4.28) 
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Thus, the solution fer a particular value of frequency w results 

in a complex solution vector {X}, whose individual elements represent the 

steady state frequency response of the various coordinates of the various 

degrees of freedom. Each individual complex part can then be written as 

a magnitude and as a phase angle. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Input to the System 

The road profile that is presented to the vehicle tires is a 

function of the constructional details employed i.n building the highway. 

The full joint and the saw cut in the concrete highway construction 

allow differential settling along the length of the slab, resulting in 

a small but regularly spaced wave forms. 

For this study, a sinusoidal input profile of a one inch 

amplitude peak to peak in the vertical direction and 0.2 inch amplitude 

peak to peak in lateral direction is considered to be applied to the 

vehicle from the road through the tire contact point. The phase angles 

of road displacement application due to the tractor rear axle and the 

bogie axles offset from the front tractor axle, are taken into account. 

The input frequency of the forcing function is made dependent 

on the vehicle forward speed and expansion joint spacing. For the left 

and right track, the sinusoidal irregularities can be in-phase or out-of

phase and the input displacement function may be assumed unequal. 

5.2 Results 

The results of this section were obtained with the vehicle 
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dimensions and parameters listed in Table 5.1. 

The digital computer was used for computational analysis of the 

derived equations and for plotting the steady state frequency response 

curves. 

§!f~l--~§~~l!§_f2r_Ir~s!2r:~§lf:~!~§r1~g-~~i~r~il~r _ 

In general, the response of multidegree of freedom system is 

quite complex. However, two characteristics of the dynamic systems which 

give some indication of the overall response of the vibratory system are 

described in the following paragraphs, along with the major analytical 

ideas behind each description. The effect of adding a spring at the 

fifth wheel is also discussed. 

1.a 	 The results of undamped natural frequencies of the system, 

which are the frequencies at which the system could oscillate 

when displaced from its equilibrium position, are presented 

in Table 5.2. 

l.b 	 The damped eigenvalues are next presented in Table 5.3. 

They are generally complex numbers arising in conjugate 

pairs and are roots of the damped fortieth degree 

characteristic equation. The real part of a complex 

eigenvalue represents the damping rate associated with 

the decay of the amplitude, and the imaginary part is 

the damped frequency of oscillation. 
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. TABLE 5.1 

VEHICLE PARAMETERS 

I. General 

Tractor weight 

Trailer weight 

Bogie weight 

Tractor front axle weight 

Tractor rear axle weight 

Bogie front axle weight 

Bogie rear axle weight 

Tractor inertia tensor 

(inertias in in.1b./sec2) 

Trailer Inertia tensor 

(inertias in in.lb./sec2) 

Bogie inertia tensor 

(inertias in in.lb./sec2) 

14200 

33500 

2000 

800 

3200 

1600 

1400 

9600 

0 

2400 

100800 

0 

25200 

650 


0 


0 


1b. 

lb. 

lb. 

lb. 

lb. 

1b. 

lb. 

0 2400 

30000 0 

0 90000 

0 25200 

1344000 0 

0 1440000 

0 0 

6500 0 

0 8130 
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Tractor Front axle inertia tensor 1728 0 0 

{inertias in in.lb./sec2) 0 189 0 

0 0 1728 

Tractor rear axle inertia tensor 6480 0 0 

(inertias in in.lb./sec2) 0 470.5 0 

0 0 6480 

Bogie front axle inertia tensor 3240 0 0 

{inertias in in.lb./sec2) 0 228.3 0 

0 0 3240 

Bogie rear axle inertia tensor 2835 0 0 

(inertias in in.lb./sec2) 0 200 0 

0 0 2835 

II. Dimensions 

19 .00 in. 0. 36 in.al h3 

36.50 in. 9.50 in.a2 h5 

20.50 in. 9.50 in.a3 h7 

36.00 in. -12 .00 in.a4 h8 
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as 17.00 in. h9 40.00 in. 

a6 37.00 in. hlo 45.00 in. 

a7 17 .00 in. h11 3.00 in. 

a8 37.00 in. R.l 4.00 in. 

bl 50.00 in. R.3 11.00 in. 

b2 80.00 in. R.5 11.00 in. 

b3 156.00 in. R.7 11.00 in. 

b4 180.00 in. rl 20.50 in. 

b5 36.00 in. r3 19. 70 in. 

b6 55.00 in. rs 19. 70 in. 

hl 8.00 in. r7 19. 70 in. 

III. Suspension Characteristics 

~~~E~~~i2~-~Eri~9-~2~~!~~~~-{le[i~2 

Kl 1100. 00 K2 22000.00 

K3 1800.00 K4 36QOQ...QQ 

Ks 900.00 K6 18000...00 

K7 900.00 Ka 18000.00 
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Table 5.1 (continued) 

~~~E~D§i2D_ge~EiD9_f2D~!~D!~_{!~;~~~;liD;L 

33.50 8.5C1 C2 

84.00 21.0C3 C4 

42.00 10.5C5 c6 

42.00 10.5C7 Ca 

794200.00 


1512900.00 


520200.00 


520200.00 


24187.00 

70602.00 

24276.00 

24276.00 

http:24276.00
http:24276.00
http:70602.00
http:24187.00
http:520200.00
http:520200.00
http:1512900.00
http:794200.00
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IV. Tire Characteristics 

Iir~-~Eri~9_fQD~!~D!~_{l~!Li~~2 

4500.00 2750.00Ktl Kt2 

20000.00 7000.00Kt3 Kt4 

10000.00 4000.00Kt5 Kt6 

10000.00 4000.00Kt7 Kt8 

Iir~-Q~~Ei~9-~QD~!~D!~_{l~!~~~!LiD!l 

5.00 2.00ctl ct2 

20.00 4.00ct3 ct4 

10.00 2.00ct5 ct6 

10.00 2.00ct7 eta 

V. Fifth Wheel Parameters 

~ 

Fifth wheel spring constants 0.0 lb. in./rad. 

·fifth wheel damping constant 0.0 lb.in./rad. 

'Vertical tor ue shaft dam in constant 0.0 lb.in.sec./rad. 

http:10000.00
http:10000.00
http:20000.00
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TABLE 5.2 


~~I~8~b __ E8sQ~~~~1s~ __QE __r~g __ Ys~l~k~ 


!~~~E:~I~s~!~§--~~~lI~~!b~~l 


i!~--~Y~kg~l~s~Q~~~l 


OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 
OMEGA 

l = 

2 = 
3 = 
4 = 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = 

8 = 

9 = 
10 = 
11 = 
12 = 

13 = 

14 = 
15 = 
16 = 
17 = 
18 = 
19 = 
20 = 

0.449 
1.292 
1.493 
2.130 
2.539 
2.925 
3.493 
4.171 

11.392 
11.522 
11.603 
12.295 
14.989 
15.303 
15.758 
16.847 
18.242 
19.207 
21.085 
25.678 
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TABLE 5.3 


RESULTS OF DAMPED EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS 


THE EIG=:NVALU.:: NO. 1 = -.5:+6:::306<;:+u1 .161244BE+il3' 
TH~ EIG~NVALU~ Nu. 2 = -.5t.;6G366~+01 -.1612448E+03' 
THE :::IG~NVALUE NO. 3 = -.5267391.t.=:+C! .1323754£+03' 
THE. ;:: I G:: ~1 VAL UC: NO. 4 = -.5261394c+G1 - • 132 3 7 5 l+ E+O 3' 
THE :::IGENVALU:: NO. 5 :: -. 4336981:::+;: 1 • 12116:: 0 3 E +O 3' 
THE: EIG:.~vALU.:: NO. 0 = -.4336981i.+G1 -.12J6JG3E+03' THE Z::IG::.NVALUE NO, 7 = -. '+.i 4::0326.;:+G1 .1145Lt33~+03' 
THC: EIG!::N\IALUE Nu. 0 = -.'1>1-i.+J326;:.+;,,1 -.11'+5433E+u3' 
THC: EIGE:N\IALUE NO. g = -.91Ei2576E+>.1 • 10 ~4 5 7C E +O 3' 
Tl-IE .:::l:G:::NVALUC: NO. 1J = -.9162576~+01 - .1 O545 7 GE +O 3' 
THE EIGcNVALUE NO. 11 = -.113171JS+G2 • 93 4969.+ E+02' 
THE ::IGC:tNALU'..:: NJ. iZ = -.1131710E+G 2. -.9349694-E+02 

TH:: :::.IGUlVALUt:: NO. 13 = -.9<t13C99~+i..1 .95686L+1E+02' 
THc i.:l:G!:.NllALU:: NO. 1:.. = -.9~13G99C:+C1 - • 35t8oL+1 E+O 2' 
TtE :::IGi::NVALUc ~rn. 15 = - • 8 ·333'+13 E +Li 1 • 9 8 6 8 2 6 0 E +O 2' 
THE ::IGENVALU'.:: NO. 16 = -. 8u33£+13E+C 1 -. 3868260E+Q2' 
THE EIG.::NVALU=: NO. 17 = -.19.:+'31+18=:+~2 • 70 249 62E+u2' 
THE ::rG:::Nv ALU:: t:O. 13 = -.1'3i+·3Zt15~+C2 -.7G2.t.9o2E:+02' 
THE ::::IG::.NVALU:: NO. 13 = -.14521+!:~~+::2 • 75876il8E+02' 
TH~ EIG::NVALU::: NO. 2;; = -.1"T52&+Ul2+G 2 -.75o7aaaE+gz' 
THC: :::IGC.NVALUE NO. 21 = -.132,.1513::+::;2 .7034772E+02' 
TH::. :: I G dl II ALU.:. ~o. 22 = -.132J513c+G2 -.7034772E+02' 
THE €IG..:.NVALUE NO. 23 = -.12ti'91.ttu::+;:.2 • 7127;Jl+2E+02' 
THE .;: I G E ~J V A LU t: ~w. 2;, = -.1ZE>911.+0;;:+J 2 -.7127G42E+02' 
TH~ ::IG~NVALUE NO. 25 = -.23981+68t:.+1..C • 2o2G851E+02' 
THC. ~IGC.NIJALU~ NO. 26 = -. 23~6t.,.68::+~0 -.2620851E+02' 
THE ~IG;:,NVALU:. r.. o. 27 - -.S12J711~+:H ' e219Lt263E+-!J2 
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TABLE 5.3 (continued) 


TH.: :::G~NVALU2: NO. 28 = -.5123711C.:+~G -.219425lE+02' 
TH~ i::I .;:.NVALU::: NO. 29 = -.138:i315c+C u .io37458E+~2' 
THE C:IG.::NVALU:: NO. .3J = -.138J315E:+Gt -.1837458E+02' 
THe C:.IG::.NVALU::. \JQ. 31 = - • 11 4 :J L+ 4 6 ::+ .; (; .1338206£+02' 
THE t: I GdN ALUC. NO. 32 = - • 114 J4 4 6::: +..; c -.1333206E+02' 
T ht: ~IGc.NVALUt: NO. 33 = -,10.)8G61.::+01.. , • 2815148E+G1 

THC: c.:Gc~lVALU!:: NO. 34 = -,16u8L61.::+~C. -. 2815148E.+01' 
THC. '.::IG:.NVALU:. j'-JQ I 35 = -.-t553223-:":+ ... 1 .152.869oi::+G 2 ' 
TH:: '.:IG:..r~\I ALUE NO. 30 = - ,..,.355zz3:::+C 1 - • .t528696E+D2' 
T rlc ::IG:.NVALU::. NO, 37 = -.1221146:::+:.1 e5G28223E+C1' 
TH::: C:::i:G:::rJVALUt: '10. 35 = - .122~146C.•C 1 -.8G28223E+01' 
IH::. 2:1:3::NVALU:: ·w. 3 :3 = -.1611329.:::+_ 1 .·324.t422E+Q1' 
TH:: C:I~:~iJVALU.:: ~; u. o+J = - • .l511329C:+Gi ' -. -32;.,1~22E+01 
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2. 	 The frequency responses of the system, which are the 

amplitude responses of the system when it is forced to oscillate 

at various excitation frequencies, are next considered. With 

a constant wave length of 30 feet and varying speed of the 

vehicle, the following graphs are obtained. 

Figures 5.1 to 5.6 show the response curves for the tractor 

in the longitudinal, lateral, vertical, roll, pitch and yaw 

coordinates respectively. 

Figure 5.7 to 5.11 show the response curves for the semitrailer 

in the longitudinal, lateral, vertical, pitch and yaw 

coordinates respectively. 

Figure 5.12 gives the response curve for the bogie in yaw 

coordinate. 

The frequency response curves in the lateral, vertical and 

roll coordinates for the tractor front axle, tractor rear 

axle, bogie front axle and bogie rear axle are given in 

Figures 5.13 to 5.24 respectively. 

3. 	 Spring at the Fifth Wheel 

A modification has been made to the articulated vehicle 

by incorporating a torsional spring into the fifth wheel 

mechanism. 

Figures 5.25 to 5.27 show the effect of varying spring 

-+~~~n~rr nn ~hD V~W ~nOlP difference Of tractor and 
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effect on the vehicle peak response in the yaw mode, since 

part of the available moment has been used to deflect the 

torsional spring. The spring stiffness has a very little 

effect on all other modes. 
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5.2.2 Results for Tractor-Standard Semitrailer 
·

Since the semitrailer is assumed to be symmetric in the xy 

and yz planes, then the three modes, longitudinal, vertical and pitch 

are coupled together and they are decoupled to the other three modes, 

lateral, roll and yaw. Thus, the vertical motion for the articulated 

vehicle with a standard semitrailer is the same as the one with self-

steering semitrailer. 

The undamped eigenvalues are presented in Table 5.4 while 
0 

the damped eigenvalues are presented in Table 5.5. 

The steady state response curves are drawn for each 

generalized coordinate concerning the lateral motion of the vehicle. 

Figures 5.28 to 5.30 show the response curves for the 

tractor in the lateral, roll and yaw coordinates respectively. 

Figure 5.31 gives the response curve for the semitrailer 

in yaw coordinate. 

The frequency response curves in the lateral and roll 

coordinates for the tractor front axle, tractor rear axle and bogie 

rear axle are shown in Figures 5.32 to 5.37 respectively . 

. I 
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TABLE 5.4 

NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF THE VEHICLE 

(STANDARD SEMITRAILER) 

1!~-~y~~~~L~~~Q~Ql 

OMEGA l = .449 

OMEGA 2 = 1. 292 

OMEGA 3 = 1.493 

OMEGA 4 = 2.135 

OMEGA 5 = 2.539 

OMEGA 6 = 2.938 

OMEGA 7 = 3.495 

OMEGA 8 = 11. 392 

OMEGA 9 = 11. 521 

OMEGA 10 = 11.603 

OMEGA 11 = 12.295 

OMEGA 12 = 14.989 

OMEGA 13 = 15.303 

OMEGA 14 = 15.775 

OMEGA 15 = 16. 764 

OMEGA 16 = 16.865 

OMEGA 17 = 18.401 

OMEGA 18 = 19.418 

OMEGA 19 = 25.678 
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TABLE 5.5 


RESULTS OF DAMPED EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS 


Trlt: .:: I ; :-_~;VAL U;:. NO. .l = - • 5 -+a : 3 Ei-+::: +" 1 .1612447E+J3' 
TH'.:: t: I G :. ~N A L UC: ~10. t?.. = - • 5 <to J3 6 4 l.:. + C 1 - .161244 7E+•J3' 
THC. i: IG:.tJI/ ALUC: :~o. 3 = -.r.+45-t441C:+J1 .12192585:+03' 
THi ::IG::'.NVALU:: NO. ..,. = - • "t45-tt+41.::+.J 1 -.1219258 E+J3 

THE C::IGdi>/ A LUC: NO. :} = -.420311G::+01 .1155386E+03' THC: :::G:.NVALUE. NO. b = -.1t2C31iG~+('l -.11:5386E+'i3' 
TH.:.. C:i.1:;~~1 JALU::: NO. 7 = -. 3-1o60C C6t:+C 1 .10 5Z755E+IJ3 

TH~ :.. .:;: GC: ~~I/ ALU C.: NO. t> = -.3~86J ;j6C.+~ 1 -.1C 52755 E+G3' 
TH:: C:.J.G:.NvALU::. NJ, 9 = -.'3.i7.')660C.+J1 • 1 0 5 5 6 5 I.+ E+O 3 

Tm:.. c:.1:;dJVALU:. ~JO• 1 tJ = -.9173666.:.+.;1 - .1;; S5c5l+ E+G3' 
Tri:: ..:.l:GdN ALU:. .'iO. 1l = -.1i.317C9E+:::2 • 93496.36E+EJ2' 
iii~ ::.IG..:NVALUC. NO. 12 = -.113:7L9.::+"12 -. -33i.t'1S86C:+Q2' 
T rlE ::.IG'.:N·JALUi:.. NO, 13 = -.9.:.l-,.843::+J1 • 35Ed:;51E+02' 
i t1i:. =-~r;::.NVALU:'.:: ~JO. 1.-+ = -.9~1 .. a43c+:1 -.3568651€+02' 
TH:: :::.IG .... ~lvALU.:: iW. 15 = - • 7g.:;,-;g c 9C:+ .J 1 e98799·JSE+02 .- ' 
iHC. :. :. [; ·:. i~ \f ~ LU>:: ~JO. "'-0 = -. 794:>9G90:::+_ 1 -. 9879g15 E+)2' 
Trl7.: ::1·::;~nvALU:. ~lU. 17 = -.1gi.,.J41a:::+J2 • 7024962E+02' 
TH:.:. ::: :i: G,:. ~~ v A LU:: NO. 16 = -.1.'3-+9418::+-.2 - • 7 n 2.:.9 6 2 =: +o 2 ' 

\l•\TH~ ::::G~l'Jl/ALU~ ii u. J.. 9 = - • :a.~52.-;: o,:::+,:; 2 • 7 5 e7S J 8 E+IJ 2' 
TH:. :::: ~dlv.C.LUC. NO. 2J = - .1 ... S2 L+ ~ (; .:+;., 2. - • 75 e 76 J 8 E+a 2 

THE :::;: -;.'.::"iVALU:. iW. 21 = -.132 ... S13::+G2 • 7t.i.:3.:+772E+J2 ' 
TH~ .::: J.. :; di V A LU '.:: ~10 ~ (.. 

- ...:;i = -.132 ~513~+;: 2 -.7034772E+02 

Trli:. C: :i: G.:: ~~ V:.. LU =: NO. 23 = -.12s;1~uE+..,z. • 71C:.7~·42E+02 

T Ht: .:: I ,; :. N V A LU ..:_ NO. 2 '+ = - • :12o:i:!. 40 C:+:. 2 -.712.7":42E+i12 

T '12: E:I..J.:r•JALU':: NO. 25 = -.512-j65o.:.+~L .21S51635:+;J2' 
iH:: :: : ·.:; ::. t.; V A LU i::. ~~ 0. 2o = -.512~658~+wL -.21SS163E+02 

Tik :: I G:. r, IJ Al U:: ~J 0. 27 = -.1.35~706E+2G e184568:.;E+02' 
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TH:: .:IG::WJALU:.. :w. Zo ::;: -.13817C6E+ul -.1B45cE~:::+G2 

Trl c.. ::.IGt.NVALU:. 'l J. 2 ':l ::;: -. 11 ~ ~1 6 9 G _: + :, ~ ' .1J41244E+l!2 

THt. ::::;:G::NVALU:: MO. 3J ::;: -.11s:.09CE+"1 C ' - .13 412 '+4-!::+0 2 

IH~ .:. J:GUi v' ALU::. tlO. -~~.1.. = - • :i. 6 J 6 C.6 J::+JG • 2615~96~+(11 
THt. ::IGC:NVALU:. ,'l0 .. 32 = -.1c.J3Cc:;;.:+..,L ' -. 2815!+96E+Q1 

Trl C: C::Gt:.fiVALU:: NJ. 33 = -.i.+;)53223.:+_ 1 ' .1523695E+G2 

THE. -IG..:.NVALU:. NO. 3-t = -.4353223.::+ .. 1 - • l. 5 2 .Sc g S~ +G 2 

TH::: ;::. ~ G;:: t-IV ALU:::. :w. 35 = -.~22111-0:.:+.:1 , .d028223~+J1 

Trl:. :.:IGC.NVALU~ :.w. 3o = -.i22.;.146::+·.l ' -.01zs223=:+J1 

Trlc. :.IGt.~~VhLUC: >•O • ~ ·~ 

~· I = -. 1011329.::+~1 • '3241 ... 22::+01 

TH.:: ::.lGC:.NVALU:. '-JO. 3o = - • .J..t)11329'.::+J1 ' ~.:j241422::+J1 
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§!g!~--~~-!~~~~!19~!12~-!~!2_!~~-Q~~~~1~-~~~~Yi2~r-~f-~r!i~~l~~~~ 

y~~!£l~-~~~-~!~b~~t~ 

It is well known that the road loading problem is one of the 

important aspects of the overall objective of building adequate life 

into vehicular highways. 

The vehicle and highway have the resonating characteristics at 

certain frequencies, thereby magnifying the peak dynamic road load 

forces exerted by the vehicle on the road, and the peak dynamic 

deflections and bending moments that are induced in the road by the 

vehicle. 

The excitation of the road profile limited:.to that aauses · 

vertical motion of the axles and consequently pitch and bounce of the 

vehicle. Since the forcing frequency may vary due either to a change 

in the speed of the vehicle or to a change in the frequency of the road 

input sinusoid, a Bode surface may be defined for this problem. 

However, section plots of this surface, one for each axle coordinate 

at speed of 40.0 m.p.h. are plotted. 

The ratio of the steady-state dynamic load to the static 

load is plotted as a function of frequency (the ratio of vehicle speed 

to road wave length) in Figures 5.38 to 5.41. These plots represent 

the dynamic loads imparted to the pavement at tractor front axle, tractor 

rear axle, bogie front axle and bogie rear axle respectively. 
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5.3 	 Conclusions 

A digital computer simulation has been used to study the 

dynamic of a tractor-semitrailer vehicle. Two mathematical models; 

a tractor-standard semitrailer and a tractor self-steering 

·semitrailer have been developed to describe the longitudinal, 

lateral, vertical, pitching, rolling and yawing motfons of the 

vehicle on a rough road surface. 

The results obtained in this thesis indicate that: 

1) 	 The peak responses in the lateral and roll coordinates in 

the case of standard semitrailer are higher, compared to the 

case of self-steering semitrailer, while the peak responses 

in yaw coordinates are lower. 

It should be mentioned that the non-conservative forces which 

are the side forces acting on each tire at the tire-road 

interface were not include~ in the derivation of the equations 

of motion, i.e. the vehicle was considered as stationary one. 

In other words, for the stationary vehicle certain generalized 

coordinates relating to the motions of the axles were locked. 

2) 	 Introducing a spring at the fifth wheel reduces the peak response 

in the yaw modes, but to be effective, large spring forces are 

needed. 

3) 	 The vehicle and highway are dynamic systems, i.e. mechanical 

resonance occurs at certain frequencies and magnifies the 

transmitted loads imparted to the pavement due to the dynamic 

action of the vehicle in response to road irregularities. 
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The program with some modifications may be applied in the 

following areas: 

The vehicle designers could determine the optimum suspension 

to satisfy driver comfort, acceptable cargo ride and an acceptable 

level of suspension wear. 

The program can be used to determine the influence of road 

and vehicle dimensions on the amplitude of sprung masses motions and 

dynamic wheel loads. 

The program might be utilized to reduce the vibrational 

difficulties encountered in pulling small trailers (i.e. boat trailers, 

utility trailers). 

5~4 Suggestions for Future Research 

There are many vehicle characteristics, surface factors, and 

specified control inputs which may be investigated. 

Some of the areas which should be explored are: 

For Vehicle Ride 

l) Random road surface should be applied to the vehicle to 

determine the response of the vehicle components to the 

undulations of the road surface over which it passes. The 

random vibration theory allows a set of compromise parameters 

in vehicle design to be developed. 



l~. 

2) 	 Study the effect of fifth-wheel position on the tractor and 

the spring and damping rates of the different axles of the 

vehicle. 

3) 	 A nonlinear model needs to be developed to consider the 

nonlinearities of the suspension springs, the shock 

absorbers, the pneumatic tires, the coloumb friction in 

the suspension and the wheel hop. Thus, it would be able 

to gauge the inaccuracies present in a linear analysis. 

E~~-Y~bi~l~-~~~~li~9 

A mathematical model for the self-steering semitrailer should 

be developed to include the vehicle speed as a parameter and to study: 

1) 	 The stability of the semitrailer when rounding a curve. 

2) 	 The response of the vehicle to steering and braking input 

to determine the influence of design parameters, operating 

conditions and the environment on the directional behavior 

of the vehicle. 

3) 	 The tire rolling resistance, the side force and the slip 

angle. 

Finally, actual vehicle tests should be performed in order to 

vertify the analytical studies which would be.performed. 
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APPENDIX I 


DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

OF SELF-STEERING SEMITRAILER 


Introduction 

In this Appendix equations of motion for the articulated vehicle 

with self-steering semitrailer are derived in detail. The following 

notations for the displacements and angular rotations are used, 

Figures 3.1 and 3.2: 

u - linear displacement in the x direction, 

v - linear displacement in the y direction, 

w - linear displacement in the z direction, 

a - angular rotation about the x direction, 

8 - angular rotation about they direction, 

y - angular rotation about the z direction. 

Subscripts are as follows: 

t - for the tractor, 

s - for the semitrailer, 

b - for the bogie, 

i = 1, 3, 5, 7 - for the four axles. 

I.2 Calculations of the Forces in Springs 

For Spring K1: 

i) Left 

P1.e, = K1{(wt-wl) - a1 at + a1 a1 - b1 St} ( 1.1) 
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ii) 	 Right 

Plr = Kl{(wt-wl) +al at - al al - bl St} (t. 2) 

For Spring K2: 

i) Left 

p2£ = K2 {(vt-vl) - hl at - dl al +bl Yt} (I .3) 

ii) Right 

p2r = K2 {(vt-vl) - hl at - dl al+ bl Yt} (I .4) 

For Spring Kt1: 

i) Left 

pll .Q, = Ktl {Wl - a2 al - Gl(t)} (I. 5) 

ii) Right 

Pll r = Ktl {Wl + a2 al - G2(t)} (I . 6) 

For Spring Kt2: 

i) Left 

pl2i = Kt2{vl - rl al - Al(t)} (I . 7) 

ii) Right 

(I .8)pl2r = 	Kt2{vl - rl al - A2(t)} 
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22 ______ EQr_Ir~stQr_8~~r-~~l~= 

For Spring K3: 

i) Left 

p31 = K3{(wt-w3) - a3 at+ a3 a3 + b2 St} (I.9) 

ii) Right 

(I.10) 

For Spring K4: 

i) Left 

P41 = K4{(vt-v3) - h3 at - d3 a3 - b2 Yt} (I.11) 

ii) Right 

p4r = K4{(vt-v3) - h3 at - d3 a3 - Yt b2} (I .12) 

For Spring Kt3: 

i) Left 

pl31 = Kt3 {W3 - a4 a3 - G3(t)} (I . 13) 

ii) Right 

pl3r = Kt3 {w3 + a4 a3 - G4(t)} (I . 14) 
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For Spring Kt4: 

i) Left 

p14i = Kt4{V3 - r3 a3 - A3(t)} (I. 15) 

ii) Right 

p14r = Kt4{V3 - r3 a3 - A4(t)} (I.16) 

s2 ______ E2r_~2gi~_Er2~!-~~l~ 

For Spring Ks: 

i) Left 

PSi = Ks{(wb-wS) - as ab + as a5 - b5 Sb} ( I.17) 

ii) Right 

Psr = K5{(wb-wS) +as ab - as as - bS Sb} (I.18) 

For Spring K6: 

i) Left 

p62 = K6{(vb-vS) - h6 ab - dS aS + bS yb} ( I. 19) 

ii) Right 

p6r = K6{(vb-vS) - h6 ab - dS as + b5 yb} ( L 20) 
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For Spring Kt3: 

i) Left 

pl5i = Kt5 {W5 - a6 a5 - G5(t)} (I. 21) 

ii) Right 

pl5r = Kt5 {W5 + a6 a5 - G6(t)} (I.22) 

For Spring Kt6: 

i) Left 

pl6i = Kt6 {V5 - r5 a5 - A5(t)} ( l· 23) 

ii) Right 

pl6r = Kt6 {V5 - V5 a5 - A6(t)} (I.24) 

9l ______ EQr_~Q9i~-B~~r-~~!~ 

For Spring K1: 

i) Left 

pli = Kl {(wb-wl) - al ab + al al + b5 Sb} ( I.25) 

ii) Right 

plr = Kl {(wb-wl) + al ab + al al + b5 Sb} ( 1. 26) 
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For Spring K8: 

i) Left 

Pat = Kai(vb-v7) - h6 ab - d7 a7 - b5 yb} (I . 27) 

ii) Right 

Par = K8{(vb-v7) - h6 ab - d7 a7 - b5 yb} (I. 28) 

For Spring Kt7: 

i) Left 

p17t = Kt7 {W7 - a8 a7 - G7(t)} (I . 29) 

ii) Right 

pl 7r = Kt7 {w7 + a8 a7 - Ga(t)} (I . 30) 

For Spring Kt8: 

i) Left 

Plat = Kt8 {V7 - r7 a7 - A7(t)} (I • 31) 

ii) Right 

P1ar = Kt8 {V7 - r7 a7 - A8(t)} (I .32) 
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1.3 Forces Due to Damping 

Equations (I.33) to (I.64) give the damping forces, N, that 

could be obtained from equations (I.l) to (I.32) by replacing Kn by Cn 

and the variables by their first derivatives. 
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J.4 Dynamic Reactions of The Suspension 

~l ______ !~-!~~-Y~r!i~~1_g1r~~~i2Q 

=Flz 	 Kl { {wt-wl) - ala.t + ala.l - bl St} 

+ cl {{wt-wl) - ala.t 
. 

+ ala.l 
. 

- b1 stl 	 { I. 65) 

= f 2z 	 Kl {(wt-wl) + ala.t - ala.l - blBt} 

+ c1Hwt-w1) + al a.t 
. 

- al a.l 
. 

- b1 stl 	 { l.66) 

=F3z 	 K3{(wt-w3) - a3a.t + a3a.3 + b2Bt} 

+ c3{<wt-w3> - a3;t + a3;3 + b2St} {I. 67) 

F4z = K3{(wt-w3) + a3a.t - a3a.3 + b2Bt} 

+ C3{(wt-w3) + a3~t ·- a3;3 + b2St} ( I. 68) 

=F5z 	 Ks{(wb-wS) - aSa.b + aSa.5 - b5Bb} 

+ csHwb-ws> - aSa.b 
. 

+ a5a.5 
. 

- bssbl 	 { I. 69) 

=F6z 	 Ks{(wb-w5) + a5a.b - a5a.5 - b5Bb} 

csHwb-ws) + a5;b - a5;5 - bssbl ( I. 70) 
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F7z = K7{(wb-w7) - a6ab + a7a7 + b5Sb} 

+ C7{(wb-w7) - a7~b + a7;7 + b5Sb} (I. 71) 

Faz = K7{(wb-w7) + a7'1 b - a7°7 + b5Sb} 

+ C7{(wb-W7) + a7~b - a7;7 + b5Sb} (I.72) 

Fly= F2y = K2{(vt-vl) - hlat - dlal + blyt} 

+ c2{(vt-v1) - hi~t - d,;, + birt} (I. 73) 

F3y = F4y = K4{(vt-v3) - h3at - d3a3 • b2yt} 

+ c4Hvt-v3) - h3;t - d3~3 - b2yt} (I .74) 

F5y = F6y = K6{(vb-v5) - h5ab - d5a5 + b5yb} 

+ c6{(vb-vs) - h5;b - d5;5 + b5yb} (I . 75) 

F7y = Fay = Ka{(vb-v7) - h5ab - d7a7 - b5y6} 

+ Ca{(vb-v1> - hs;b - d7;7 - bsyb} ( I.76) 
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1.5 Dynamic Reactions of the Tires 

~2 ______ !~_!b~-Y~r!i~~l_Qir~~!i~~ 

= Ktl{wl - - G1(t)}z1 a2a1 

+ ct1{w1 - a 2~ - G(t)} (I . 77) 1 1

(I . 78) 

(I.79) 

(I. 80) 

( I. 81) 

( I.82) 
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(I .83) 


(I. 84) 

Q1 ______!~-~b~-h~~~r~l_Qir~s~i2~ 

yl = Kt2{Vl - rlal - Al(t)} 

(I.85} 

(I .86} 

(I.87) 

(I.88) 
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( I.89) 


(l. 90) 

( I. 91) 


( I. 92) 

I.6 Definitions and Relations of Other Reactions 

a) Since both the axle and the sprung mass are rigid, then 

b) The moments at the suspension connection points in the x-direction 

For the Tractor Front Axle 

M1x + M2x = (Krl - 2a
2 
1 K1) (at - a1) 

+(Crl - 2ai Cl) (;t - ;,) {I. 94) 
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For the Tractor Rear Axle 

M3x + M4x = (Kr3 
2 

- 2a3 K3) (at - a3) 

+(Cr3 - 2a~ C3) (~t - ~3) (I. 95) 

For the Bogie Front Axle 

(I .96) 

For the Bogie Rear Axle 

M7x + M8x = (Kr7 
2 

- 2a7 K7) (ab - a7) 

+(Cr7 - 2a~ C7) (~b - ~7) (I.97) 

where 

Krl is the overall roll stiffness coefficient, 

tractor front axle 

Kr3 is the overa 11 roll stiffness coefficient, 

tractor rear axle. 

Kr5 is the overall roll stiffness coefficient, 

bogie front axle. 

Kr7 is the overall roll stiffness coefficient, 

bogie rear axle. 

crl is the overall roll damping coefficient, 

tractor front axle. 
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is the overall roll damping coefficient,cr3 

tractor rear axle. 


is the overall roll damping coefficient,
cr5 

bogie front axle. 


is the overall roll damping coefficient,
cr7 

bogie rear axle 

c) The forces and couples at the fifth wheel: 


By assuming negligible weight and inertia of the fifth wheel, then from 


Figure I. l, 


for forces 


F9xFl Ox 

(I. 98)=  F9yFlOy 

F9zFl Oz 

and for couples 

0M9x F9xMl Ox 

(I. 99)x0+=  F9yM9yMlOy 

bllM9z F9zMlOz 

M9y = 0 since the fifth wheel is affixed to the tractor frame through 

(I.100) 

bearing. 
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-FlOx' -MlOx 

-F9y' -M9y 

-FlOy' -MlOy 
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-Mgy 
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FIGURE I.l FORCES AND COUPLES ON FIFTH WHEEL 
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where 

Kh the spring stiffness at the fifth wheel. 

ch the viscous damping at the fifth wheel. 

d) The forces and couples between the semitrailer and bogie: 

The balance of forces, 

= {I.101) 

and the balance of the couples, 

= (I. 102) 

M12z is usually very small because the area where the bogie 

rotates about the vertical shaft is well lubricated with grease. 

By introducing a damping at this location, then: 

( I.103} Ml = 2z 

where 

Cp is the viscous damping at the vertical shaft. 
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Equations of Motion 

E F = 0 
x 

{I . l 04) 

.. 
mtvt - (Fly+ F2y + F3y + F4y) - {Fgy) = 0 

mtvt + 2(K2 + K4)vt 

+ 2(-K2)v1 + 2(-K4)v3 

+ 2(-h1K2 - h3K4)at 

+ 2(-d1K2)a1 + 2(-d3K4)a3 

+ 2(b1K2 - b2K4)yt 

+ 2cc2 + c4)vt 

+ 2(-c2)v1 + 2(-K4)v3 


+· 2(-h1C2 - h3C4);t 


+ 2(-d c2 )~l + 2(-d3C4 )~31 
+ 2(b - b2c4)rt1 ~2 
+ (-F9y} = 0 {I.105} 
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E Fz = 0 

.. 
mtwt - (Flz + F2z + F3z + F4z) - (Fgz) = O 

+ 	2(-K1)w1 + 2(-K3)w3 

+ 	2(-b1K1 + b2K3)st 

+ 	2(C1 + c3)wt 

+ 	2(-c1)w1 + 2(-c3)w3 

+ 	2(-b1c1 + b2C3)st 

+ 	(-F92) = 0 (I .106) 

.. .. 
1txx at - 1txz Yt + hl(Fly + F2y) + al(Flz - F2z) 

+ 	h3(F3y + F4y) + a3(F3z - F4z) 

+ 	ha(Fgy - (Mlx + M2x + M3x + M4x) 


(M9x) = 0 


.. 
1txx at - 1txz Yt + 2(-h1K2 - h3K4)vt 

+ 	2(h1K2)v1 + 2(h3K4)v3 

+ 	2(h1
2K2 + h3

2K4 + 0.5 Krl + 0.5 Kr3)at 
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+ 2(h1c2)v1 + 2(h3C4)v3 


2 2 • 

+ 	2(h1c2 + h3c4 + 0.5 cr1 + 0.5 cr3)at 

+ 	2(h3d3c4 - 0.5 cr3 )~3 
+ 	2(-h1b1c2 + h3b2c4)rt 

(I. l 07) 

Z: 	 My = 0 

1tyy St - hl(Flx + F2x) + bl(Flz + F2z) 

+ 	2(b1K1)w1 + 2(-b2K3)w3 

+ 	2(b1
2K1 + b2 

2K3)st 

+ 	2(-b1c1 + b2c3)wt 
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+ 2(b1c1)w1 + 2(-b2c3)w3 


2 2 • 

+ 2(b1c1 + b2C3)Bt 

- h1{Flx + F2x) - h3(F3x + F4x) 


-(h8F9x + b6F9z) 


-(Mly + M2y + M3y + M4y) = 0 (I.108) 


.. .. 
- 1txz at + 1tzz Yt - al (Flx - F2x) 

.. .. 
- 1txz at + 1tzz Yt 

+ 2(b1K2 - b2K4)vt 

+ 2(-b1K2)v1 + 2(b2K4)v3 

+ 2(-h1b1K2 + h3b2K4)at 

+ 2(-b1d1K2)a1 + 2(b2d3K4)a3 

+ 2(b1
2K2 + b2 

2K4 + 0.5 Kh)yt 

+ 2(-0.5 Kh) y
5 
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+ 2{-b1c2)v1 + 2{b2c4)v3 

+ 2(-hlb1C2 + h3b2C4)~t 

+ 2(-bldlC2)~1 + 2{b2d3C4)~3 

2 2 •
(+ 2 b1c2 + b2c4 + 0.5 Ch)yt 

+ 2(-0.5 Ch)y
5 

- al(Flx - F2x) - a3(F3x - F4x) 

+ b6 Fgy = 0 ( I.109) 

.. 
msus + F9x - Fllx = O (1.110) 

= aE FY 

.. 
m + Fgy - Flly = 0 (I.111)

5v5 


= 0
E Fz 

.. 
msws + Fgz - Fll z = 0 (I.112) 

E M = 0 

... .. .. 

1sxx as - 1sxy 8s - 1sxz Ys 


(hg + h11 )Fgy + h10 Flly + Mgx - Mllx = 0 (I.113) 

x 
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E M = 0 y 

.. .. .. 
- 1sxy as + 1syy Ss - 1syz Ys 

(I • 114) 

.. .. .. 
- 1sxz as - 1syz Ss + 1szz Ys 

+ 2(0.5 ch + o.5 cp)r
5 

+ 2(-0.5 Cp)yb 

+ b4 Fgy + b3 Flly = 0 {I . 115) 

.. 
(I.116)mbub + Fllx - (F5x + F6x + F7x + Fax) = O 

E F = 0y 

.. 
mbvb - Fl2y - (F5y + F6y + F7y + Fay) = 0 
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.. 
mbvb + 2(K6 + K8)vb 

+ 	2(-K6)v5 + 2(-K8)v7 

+ 	2(-c6)v5 + 2(-C8)v7 

+ 	2(-h5C6 - h7C8)~b 

+ 	2(-d5C6)~5 + 2(-d7Ca)~7 

+ 	Fl ly = 0 (I.117) 

E 	Fz = 0 

mbwb - Fl2z - (F5z + F6z + F7z + Faz) = O 

mbwb + 2(K5 + K7)wb 

+ 	2(-K5)w5 + 2(-K7)w7 

+ 	2(-b5K5 + b5K7)sb 

+ 	2(C5 + c7)wb 

+ 	2(-c )w5 + 2(-c7)w75

+ 	2(-b5c5 + b5c7)sb 

= 0 (I.118) 



x 
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E M = 0 

.. 
1bxx ab + h5 (F5y + F6y) + h7 (F7y + F8y) 

+ 2(h5K6)v5 + 2(h7K8)v7 

+ 2(h2 
5K6 + h2 

7K8 + 0.5 KrS + 0.5 Kr7)ab 

+ 2(-h5c6 - h7C8)vb 

+ 2(h c6)v5 + 2(h7c8)v75


2 2 • 

+ 2(h5c6 + h7c8 + 0.5 CrS + 0.5 Cr7)ab 

+ 2(h5d5c6 - 0.5 cr5 )~5 
+ 2(h7d7c8 - 0.5 cr7 )~7 
+ 2(-h5b5C6 + h7b5C8)yb 

(I.119)+ Mllx = O 
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r My = 	 0 

.. 
1byy Bb 	 - h5(F5x + F6x) - h7(F7x + F8x) 


+·b5(F5z + F6z - F7z - F8z) 


- Ml2y - (M5y + M6y + M7y + M8y) = 0 


Ibyy Bb 	 + 2(-b5K5 + b5K7)wb 

+ 2(b5K5)w5 + 2(-b5K7)w7 

+ 2(b2 
5{K5 + K7))Bb 

+ 2(-b5C5 + b5C7)wb 

+ 2{b5c5)w5 + 2{-b5c7)w7 

2 ) •
+ 2(b5{c5 + c7 )Sb 


- hs(F5x + F6x) - h7(F7x + F8x) 


+ Mlly 	 - (M5y + M6y + M7y + M8y) = 0 ( I. 120) 

1: M = 	 0z 


1bzz Yb - a5 (F5x - F6x) - a7(F7x - F8x) 


- b5 (F5y + F6y - F7y - F8y) 


- M 	 = 0l2z 
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.. 
1bzz Yb+ 2(b5(K6-K8))vb 

+ 2(b5d7K8)a
7 

2 
+ 2(b5(K5 + K8))yb 

+ 2(-b5d5C5)~9 + 2(b5d7C8)~7 

+ 2(b~(C6 + c8) + 0.5 Cp)yb 

+ 2(-0.5 Cp)y
5 

- a5(F5x - F6x) - a7(F7x - F8x) = O (I. 121) 

.. 
m1u1 + F1x + F2x = 0 (I, 122) 
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I: F = 0 y 

.. 
m1v1 + 2{-K2)vt + 2(K2 + Kt2)v1 

(I .123) 

E F = 0 z 
.. 

m1w + (Flz + F2z) - (Z1 + z2) = 01 

+ 2(-c1)wt + 2cc1 + ct1)w1 

+ 2( bl c, )St 

+ (-Ktl(G1(t) + G2(t))) 

+ (-ct c~ ct) + ~2 (t))) = o ( t.124)1 1 
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I: M == 0x 

.. 
11xx al - al(Flz - F2z) 

+ (Mlx + M2x) -

+ r 1(Y1 + Y2) 

+ dl(Fly + F2y) 

a2(Z2 - Zl) 

= 0 

{1.125) 
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E M = .0y 

(I. 126) 

E M = 0z 

.. 
1lzz Y1 - al(F2x - Flx) = O ( r. 127) 

.. 
m3u3 + F3x + F4x = O (I .128) 

E F = 0y 
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(I.129) 


(I.130) 


+ 2(d3h3K - 0.5 Kr3)at4 

+ 2(d3
2K4 + a4

2Kt3 + 0.5 Kr3)a3 
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(I.131) 

E M = 0 y 

.. 
13yy S3 - i3(F3x + F4x) + (M3y + M4y) = O (l.132) 

E M = 0z 

(I.133) 




x 
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r F = 0 

(I. l 34) 

r F = 0 y 

(I.135) 
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r F = 0 z 

.. 
m5W5 + (F5z + F6z) - (Z5 + Z6) = O 

(I. 136) 
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.. 
15xx a5 + 2(-d5K6)vb 

+ 2(d5h5K6 - 0.5 Kr5)ab 

+ 2(d5
2
K6 + a

2 
6Kts + 0.5 Kr5)a5 

(I.137) 

l: M = 0y 

(I. 138) 
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E M = 0 z 

{ I.139) 

E F = 0 x 

( I.140) 

E F = 0 y 
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(l.141) 

E F = 0z 

.. 
m7W7 + 2{-K7)wb + 2{K7 + Kt7)w7 

{I .142) 

E M = 0 x 
.. 


!?xx a7 + 2(-d7K8)vb + 2(d7K8 - r7Kt8)v7 
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(I .143) 

E M = 0y 

.. 
17yy 87 - t7 (F7x + Fax) + (M7y + M8y) = 0 (I .144) 

E M = 0z 

(I.145) 
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I.8 Definition of the Elements of the Matrices 

All the elements which are not defined below are zeros. All 

matrices are symmetric [i.e. A(J,I) =A(I,J), B(J,I) = B(I,J) and 

C(J,I) = C(I,J)]. 

A(l,l) =A(2,2) =A(3,3) =mt 

A(4,4) = Itxx 

A( 4,6) = 1txz 

A(5,5) = Ityy 

A(6,6) = 1tzz 

A(7,7) =A(8,8) =A(9,9) =ms 

A(l0,10) = Isxx 

A(l0,11) = -I sxy 

A(lO,12) = -I sxz 

A(ll,11) = Isyy 

A(ll,12) = -Isyz 

A(l2,12) = Iszz 

A(l3,13) =A(l4,14) = A(lS,15) = mb 

A(l6,16) = lbxx 

A(l7,17) = Ibyy 
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A(l8,18) = Ibzz 

A(19,19) = A(20,20) = A(21,21) =m1 

A(22,22) = Ilxx 

A{23 ,23) = Ilyy 

A(24,24) = Ilzz 

A(25,25) = A{26,26) = A(27,27) = m3 

A(28,28) = IJxx 

A(29,29) = IJyy 

A(30,30) = IJzz 

A(31,31) = A(32,32) = A(33,33) =ms 

A(34,34) = Isxx 

A(35,35) = ISyy 

A(36,36) = Iszz 

A(37,37) = A(38,38) = A(39,39) = m7 

A(40,40) = Ilxx 

A(41,41) = Ilyy 

A(42,42) = Ilzz 
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Each element must multiply by 2.0 to obtain the exact one. 

B(2,2) = K2 + K4 

B(2,4) = -h1 K2 - h3K4 

B(2,6) = blK2 - b2K4 

B(2,20) = -K2 

B(2,22) = -dl K2 

8(2,26) = -K4 

8(2,28) = -d3 K4 

B(3,3) = Kl + K3 

B(3,5) = -blKl + b2K3 

8(3,21) = -Kl 

B(3 ,27) = -K3 

8(4,4) = h2 
1K2 + h3

2K4 + 0.5 K rl + 0.5 Kr3 

B(4,6) = -h1b1K2 + h3b2K4 

8(4,20) = h1K2 

B{4,22) = - 0.5 Krld1h1K2 

8(4,26) = h3K4 
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8(4,28) = - 0.5 Kr3h3d3K4 
2 28(5,5) = bl Kl + b2K3 

B(S,21) = bl Kl 

B(S,27) = -b2K3 

8(6,6,) = b1
2K2 + b2

2K4 + 0.5 Kh 

B(6,12) = -0. 5 Kh 

8(6,20) = -blK2 

B(6,22) = -bldlK2 

B(6,26) = b2K4 

B{6,28) = b2d3K4 

8(12,12) = 0.5 Kh 

8(14, 14) = K6 + KB 

8(14,16) = -h5K6 - h7K8 

8(14, 18) = b5(K6 - KB) 

B(l4,32) = -K6 

B(l 4,34) = -d5K6 

8(14,38) = -KB 

8(14,40) = -d7K8 
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8(15,15) = Ks + K7 

8(15, 17) = -b5(K5 - K7) 

8(15,33) = -Ks 

8(15,39) = -K7 

8(16,16) = H
2 
5K6 + H7

2
Ka + O.S KrS + 0.5 Kr7 

8(16,18) = -bsh5K6 + b5h7K3 

8(16,32) = h5K6 

8(16,34) = hsdsK6 - o.s Kr3 

8(16,38) = h7Ka 

8(16,40) = - 0.5 Kr7h7d7K8 


2
8(17,17) = bs(K5 + K7) 

8(17,33) = bsK5 

8(17 ,39) = -bSK7 

28(18,18) = b5(K6 + !<a) 

8(18,32) = -b5K6 

8(18,38) = hsl<s 

8(18 ,40) = bsd7K3 

8(20,20) = K2 + Kt2 

8(20,22) = rl Kt2dl K2 
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B(2l,21) = Kl + Ktl 

B{22,22) 

8(26,26) = K4 + Kt4 


8(26,28) = d3K 4 r3Kt4 


8(27,27) = K3 + Kt3 

2 2 2
B(28,28) = d3K4 + a4Kt3 + r3Kt4 + 0.5 Kr3 

8(32,32) = K6 + Kt6 

8(32,34) = - r 5Kt6d5K6 


8(33,33) = K5 + KtS 


8(34,34) 


8(38,38) = Ka + Kt8 


8(38,40) = - r7Kt8
d7K8 


B{39,39) = K7 + Kt7 

2 2 2
8(40,40) = d7Ka + a8Kt7 + r7Kt8 + 0.5 Kr7 

The elements of the damping matrix are obtained from the 

elements of the stiffness matrix by replacing the stiffnesses K1 s by 

their corresponding terms C1 s. 

There are three additional terms due to the damping in the 

vertical torque shaft, 

C(l2,12) = 0.5 Cp 
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C(l2,18) = 


C(l8,18) = 


All the elements which are not defined below are 

zeros. 
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Q{39) = Kt7(G7(t)+Ga(t)) + Ct7(G7(t)+Ga(t)) 

Q{40) = a8Kt7(G8(t)-G7(t)) + a8ct7(G8(t)-G7(t)) 

-r7Kt8(A7(t)+Ag(t)) - r7Ct8(~7(t)+~a(t)) 
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APPENDIX II 

FLOW CHARTS FOR THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

This Appendix includes flow charts of the main programs that 

were written to solve the linear equations of motion for the tractor-

self-steering semitrailer. The main steps of the program for tractor

standard semitrailer are the same as for tractor-self-steering semitrailer. 

II.l Flow Chart 1: 


Natural Frequencies for the Self-Steering Semitrailer 


Read the Data 

Check the symmetry of the inertia [A], the stiffness [B] 

and the damping [C] matrices. 

Eliminate the internal reactions for the inertia, stiffness 

and damping matrices. 

Eliminate the excess variables for inertia, stiffness and 

damping matrices, e.g. 

[AD] = [A] * [DJ
20x20 20x42 42x20 
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Store [AD], [BD], [CD] matrices in tapes l, 2, 3, 

respectively. 

Check the symmetry of the reduced matrices. 

Form the dynamic matrix [G] 
[OJ 

[G] = 

-[AD]~ l [B] 

[I] 

-[ADY1[C] 

Find the eigenvalues of the matrix [G] 

Print out the Results 

II.2 Flow Chart 2: 


Steady State Response for the Self-Steering Semitrailer 




--
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( Read The Data 

Read the inertia matrix [A], stiffness matrix [BJ and 

damping matrix [CJ from tapes l, 2, 3. 

" 
Define the forcing stiffness [FKL], [FKR] and the 

forcing damping [FCL], [FCR] matrices for left and 

right tracks respectively. 

OMEGA = 0..001 ] 


Define the excitation vectors {YL} and {YR} for -right 

and left tracks respectively. 

'• Define the complex matrix [CD] 

1. OC = OMEGA* C(I,J) 

2. OB = B(I ,J). - OMEGA * OMEGA *. A(I ;J) 

3. CD(I,J) = Cmplx·(OB, OC) 

Define the complex matrices [CNL], [CNR] 

1. OCF = OMEGA* FCL(l,J) 

2. OBF · = FKl(I,J) 

3. CNL{I,J) = Cmplx (OBF, OCF) 
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~ 

4. OCF = OMEGA * FCR(I,J) 

5. OBF = FKR(I,J) 

6. CNR(I ,J) = Cmp l x ·( OBF, OCF) 

Invert the complex matrix [CD] 

Get the solution vector 

For left track: 

1. [CDNL] = [CD]-l * [CNL] 

2. {XL} = [CDNL] * {YL} 

For right track: 

1. [CDNR] = [CD]-l * [CNR] 

2. {XR} = [CDNR] * {YR} 

Get the .amplitude for the solution vector 

CX(I) . ;· CABS [XL(!) + XR(I)] 

OMEGA = OMEGA · + tiw l 
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NO K = K + 1 

Yes 

Plot the response curves 




